The influence model is a discrete-time stochastic model that succinctly captures the interactions of a network of Markov chains. The model produces a reduced-order representation of the stochastic network, and can be used to describe and tractably analyze probabilistic spatiotemporal spread dynamics, and hence has found broad usage in network applications such as social networks, traffic management, and failure cascades in power systems. This paper provides sufficient and necessary conditions for the identifiability of the influence model.
Per our knowledge, this paper is the first to systematically study the identifiability of the influence model.
The main contributions of this paper include the following. First, our paper provides an analytical method to study the mapping properties between the influence model and its corresponding master Markov chain, as a step toward the identifiability analysis. Second, our paper provides sufficient and necessary conditions for the influence model to be identifiable. Results of this paper provide further insights and guidelines for the design and estimation of influence models from measurement data, and also facilitate their use in various network applications.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMUALTION
The influence model is composed of a network of N sites, each of which has a status that varies stochastically over time. The evolution of statuses work as follows. Each site randomly chooses a neighbor site (including itself) as its determining site, and updates its status based on the status of the determining site. In this section, we describe the influence model, its master Markov chain representation, and formulate the parameter identification problem.
A. The Influence Model
The influence model is described at two levels: the network level and the local level (see Figure 1 for an example). At the network level, the interaction among sites is captured by a network influence matrix D ∈ R N ×N . D is a right stochastic matrix with d ij denoting the probability that site i is influenced by site j. At the local level, a Markov chain between each pair of sites i and j, with transition matrix A ij ∈ R Mi×Mj , is used to describe how one site's next status is influenced by its neighbor site's current status, where M i and M j are the numbers of statuses in sites i and j respectively. Each entry a mn of A ij denotes the probability for site j to be in status n, when site i is in status m at the current time step. In this paper, we focus on the homogeneous influence model, where each site in the network has the same number of statuses M , and each pair of sites has the same transition matrix A ∈ R M ×M . In the following sections, we refer the homogeneous influence model as the influence model when it does not cause confusion.
At time k, the status of site n is represented by a row vector of length M , S n [k], where n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }. S n [k] has a single entry of value '1' at the position corresponding to the status of site n at time k, and '0' everywhere else. Let also a scalar s n [k] denote the status index of site n at time k. For example, s n [k] = 2 is equivalent to S n [k] = 0, 1, · · · , 0 . The whole influence model's state matrix S[k] ∈ R N ×M at time k can be captured by cascading
where the superscript T denotes the transpose operation. Likewise, let a length-M row vector p n [k] represent the probability mass function (PMF) for the status of site n at time k. The influence model's state probability matrix can then be represented as:
According to the influence model's evolution rules, site n's status PMF vector at time k + 1 can be represented by a quasi-linear combination of the statuses of its neighbors and itself at time k, p n [k + 1] = 
B. The Master Markov Representation
The influence model is a reduced-order representation of a stochastic network of influencing Markov chains. Because the influence model's next state only depends on its current state but nothing else from the past, it also has a Markov representation. In particular, the dynamics of the influence model is equivalent to a master Markov chain of M N states, each of which is a combination of M statuses from the N sites. The influence model is more scalable, as it only contains M N number of states, compared to the Master Markov representation which has an exponentially growing number of states with the increase of the number of sites.
In the master Markov representation, we use a scalar s[k] with value ranging from 1 to M N to index the state at time k, and G ∈ R M N ×M N as the state-transition matrix. The map- in the influence model, where i n denotes the corresponding status of site n for s[k] to be i. Similarly, the corresponding S n [k] = e in , where e in is a row vector of zeros, except 1 at the i n th position.
For each entry of G, g ij represents the transition probability from state i of the master Markov representation to state j. As given S[k], all sites' statuses at time k + 1 evolves independently, g ij can be calculated as the product of each site's corresponding conditional probability,
(1) We here denote the function h : θ → G as the mapping
C. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we study the estimation of parameters θ = [A, D] for the influence model.
is a length-T sequence starting from a random initial state S i [1] , find the parameter θ that maximizes the likelihood function,
(2)
Definition 1: The influence model is identifiable if and only if the solutionθ to (2) is unique, with a sufficiently large number of observation sequences and a sufficiently long sequence length, i.e., L, T → ∞.
Problem 2: Given Y with L, T → ∞, determine the identifiability of the underlying influence model.
III. IDENTIFIABILITY OF INFLUENCE MODEL
In this section, we study the identifiability of influence model. We use the master Markov chain as an intermediate step for the identifiability analysis of influence model parameters θ from the observation data Y .
A. Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for the Identifiability of A and D
In the first lemma, we show that the identifiability of influence model is equivalent to uniqueness of solution for the inverse function h −1 : G → θ. can be directly obtained from Y . Given a sufficiently large number of sequences and a sufficiently long sequence length of observations Y , each entry g i,j of the transition matrix of the master Markov chain can be uniquely determined according to the law of large numbers by counting the frequencies of state transitions [11] . As G is uniquely identified from Y , the influence model is identifiable if and only if the solution of h −1 θ (G) is unique according to the Definition 1.
According to the lemma, the influence model identifiability problem is reduced to the uniqueness of mapping θ = h −1 (G). We first analyze the uniqueness of A in Theorem 1, and then study the uniqueness of D based on A and G in Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. Given a master Markov chain G constructed from a network influence matrix D and a local Markov chain
Proof: Let m i denote the state of the master Markov chain, where all the sites in the corresponding influence model are in the status i. g mi,mj is the corresponding transition probability from the state m i to state m j . According to (1), we have (3) is then derived naturally. Theorem 1 shows that the solution of local Markov chain A given G is unique. Interestingly, the information of matrix D is completely hidden in g mi,mj . Theorem 2 studies the if and only if condition for the uniqueness of D.
Theorem 2. Given a master Markov chain G constructed from a local Markov chain A and a network influence matrix D, the solution of
where
Proof: The idea of this proof is to express the transition probability of the master Markov chain G in (1) in a form that further exhibits the relationship between the elements of D, A and G, and hence allows the interpretation of the uniqueness of D in terms of the null space of some specially constructed matrices.
From (1), the transition probability of the master Markov chain g ij can be expressed as a summation of element-wise products of D and A.
a im r ,jr ).
(7)
In each summation term, the first parenthesis is a multiplication of one entry selected from each row of D. The summations traverse the combinations of all such D entry selections. The second parenthesis in each summation term is solely dependent on A, and can be calculated from G according to Theorem 1.
To facilitate the analysis, we introduce a few notations. We vectorize matrix G to a column vector
Let matrix O denote a coefficient matrix, where each entry of O ∈ R M 2N ×N N is an element-wise product of A in (7), as shown in (5) . With these new notations, (7) leads to
Since G, and hence G c is uniquely determined from the observation sequences Y , and O can be computed from G according to Theorem 1, we aim to solve (9) to obtain f . Based on the fact that row sum of D equals 1, we have
where 1 N N denotes an all-one row vector of length N N . To untangle each element of D from f , we have
According to (10) and (11), the mapping from f to D can be represented in a matrix form,
where V ∈ R N 2 ×N N has entries shown in (6) and D c is a vector form of D, i.e., D c = vec(D T ) = d 11 , d 12 , · · · , d 1N , d 21 , · · · , d N N T .
We now discuss two cases to analyze the uniqueness of D c and hence D.
Case 1: matrix O has full column rank. In this case, clearly, D can be uniquely determined, since f is unique according to (9) . In this case, the dimension of N ull(O) is zero, and N ull(O) ⊆ N ull(V ) holds.
Case 2: matrix O doesn't have full column rank. In this case, f can have infinite many solutions. Let f = f s + f z be the solution of (9), where f s denotes a specific solution and f z denotes the solution set of the corresponding homogeneous linear equation Of z = 0. We have 
B. Properties of the Matrix O
The uniqueness of the network influence matrix D, and hence the identifiability of influence model is solely dependent on matrix O according to Theorem 2, as matrix V is a constant matrix for a specific N . Due to the crucial role of matrix O in determining the identifiability of influence model, we here study properties of matrix O, especially those that are closely related to the column rank of O.
Lemma 2. The column sum for each column of matrix
Proof: Because the row sum of G is 1,
where 1 M 2N denotes an all-one row vector of length M 2N . Equation (9) further leads to
As f is solely dependent on D, and O is solely dependent on A, (16) holds for all D and hence all f . Comparing (10) and (16), (14) holds. The dimension of matrix O grows exponentially with the increase of N , which complicates the computation. Here we decompose O into two matrices R and Q, which reduces the computational complexity and also facilitates the analysis. 
where I M N denotes an identity matrix of dimension M N and is the Kronecker product.
As the columns of R enumerates all the possible columns that may appear in O i , O i can be obtained by multiplying a permutation and selection matrix Q i on the right-hand side of R,
Each column of Q i serves as an index indicating the selected column of R. (19) is computed based on (5) and (18). The next theorem and corollary find necessary conditions for matrix O to have full column rank. Proof: For matrix O to have full column rank, N ≤ M 2 is a necessary condition as O is of dimension M 2N × N N . According to Lemma 3, Q i is of dimension M N × N N . If N > M , every Q i is column rank deficient. The largest rank of Q i is M N and the smallest rank of Q i is 1. According to (19), we can always find a set of (M + 1) ! columns of Q to be linearly dependent. Therefore, rank(Q) < N N when N > M . Since 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3, the corresponding Q M1 ∈ R (M M1) N ×N N can be decomposed into M N blocks, each of dimension R M N 1 ×N N . According to Theorem 3, N ≤ M 1 is a necessary condition for matrix O to have full column rank.
C. Indenfiability for Classes of Influence Models
We here analyze the identifiability of some special classes of influence models, based on the if and only if conditions of identifiability described in Section III-A and the properties of matrix O in Section III-B. Proof: Represent each entry of matrix Q as follows.
When N > M , there are N M M !(N − M ) M different Q i which are of full row rank. The comparison between (24) and (6) shows that matrix V can be obtained from matrix Q through elementary row transformations. Therefore, N ull(Q) ⊆ N ull(V ). As R has full rank, the Kronecker product (I M N R) has full rank. According to Lemma 3, matrix O shares the same null space as matrix Q. Hence, N ull(O) ⊆ N ull(V ). According to Theorem 2, the network influence matrix D is unique. Due to the fact that the uniqueness of the local Markov chain A is ensured by Theorem 1, the influence model is identifiable according to Lemma 1.
Binary influence model (or called the copy influence model) is a special class of the influence model that finds broad applications in e.g., power network [4] , mobile ad hoc network [12] , and distributed networks [7] . It captures the dynamics of a stochastic network, in which each site has only two statuses, '0' or '1'. Each site i picks a neighboring site j as its determining site with probability dij, and copies the current status of site j as its next status. All sites in a binary influence model converge to the statuses of all-ones or all-zeros. Corollary 3 shows that all binary influence models are identifiable. Proof: For any binary influence model, M = 2 and its local Markov chain A is an identity matrix of dimension 2 × 2. Therefore, the corresponding matrix R is a 4 × 4 identity matrix. Clearly it has full rank.
Case 1: N > 2. According to Theorem 4, the binary influence model with N > 2 is identifiable.
Case 2: N = 2. In this case, matrix O has full column rank. The network influence matrix D is unique according to Theorem 2. Hence the binary influence model with N = 2 is identifiable according to Lemma 1. Proof: When all the rows of A are identical, we have rank(A) = 1. According to Lemma 3, rank(R) = 1 and hence rank(O) = 1. N ull(O) ⊃ N ull(V ) holds for all N . According to Theorem 2, the network influence matrix D is not unique, and hence the influence model is not identifiable.
It is worthwhile to interpret this from another point of view. Let A i denotes the ith row of A, we have A 1 = A 2 = · · · = A M . According to (7) ,
Clearly, the information of the network influence matrix D is completely hidden in g i,j . Therefore, D is not identifiable given observations Y .
In practical applications, some prior information of the network influence matrix D may be available. For instance, in spatiotemporal spread models, it is natural to assume that the influence becomes smaller with the increase of distances among the agents. Denote the spatial distance among agents i and j as r ij , we can capture this spatial relationship as
where r denotes the average distance of all the distances between any two agents, and µ ≥ 0 is a weighting factor. The next theorem studies the indentificability of such influence model formulation.
Theorem 6. The network influence matrix D is given in (26). If there exists at least one row of the local Markov chain A that is not identical with other rows, the influence model is identifiable.
Proof: When not all the rows of A are identical, we can always find a transition probability, where g ij = N l=1 ( N r=1 d lr e ir A)e T jl contains the information of D. As there is only one unknown µ in D, µ can be solved immediately. Therefore, with the prior information stated in (26), the D matrix can be uniquely determined. According to Lemma 1, this class of influence models is identifiable.
IV. SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, we conduct several simulation studies to demonstrate the theorems and algorithms.
A. Case 1: Matrix O Has Full Column Rank
We consider an influence model of 3 sites, each of which has 3 statuses. The network influence matrix D ∈ R 3×3 and the local Markov chain A ∈ R 3×3 are as follows. According to Theorem 1, A can be uniquely determined. Matrix O can be computed according to (17) and is proven to have full column rank. Therefore, D can be uniquely determined according to Corollary 1, and hence the influence model is identifiable.
Generate an observation sequence of length 40000 and apply the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to the observations to estimate A and D, we obtain the mean squared error of MLE 1.5 × 10 −5 .
B. Case 2: A Large-Size Binary Influence Model to Capture Weather Spread
We use a binary influence model to describe the spatiotemporal spread of a cold front from the west to the east in a space of 20 × 20 grids (see Figure 2 ). To capture such spread, we construct a binary influence model of N = 400 sites to represent the 400 grids, and each site has two statuses M = 2. The local Markov chain is A = 1 0 0 1 . The network influence matrix D is designed in a way that each site (grid) is influenced by its immediate neighboring sites (grid). Since the cold front comes from the west, the neighboring site on the left exerts an larger influence. Figure 2(b) shows the influence map. We generate 4000000 scenarios with different initial states from the above influence model. One spatiotemporal cold front spread scenario is shown in Figure 2 (a). According to Corollary 3, the binary influence model is identifiable. We apply MLE to the observations and the estimated matrices A and D converge to the real A and D with a mean squared error 0.0056.
C. Case 3: A Non-identifiable Influence Model
In this example, all the rows of the local Markov chain A are identical. Here we consider an influence model with 3 sites, and each of which has 3 statuses. The network influence matrix D ∈ R 3×3 and the local Markov chain A ∈ R 3×3 . According to Theorem 5, D can not be identified. We apply MLE to this problem 100 times. A converges to the real A. However, D converges to different values which deviate from the real D in each of these 100 scenarios, and the mean squared error is 0.32 for each element, verifying the non-identifiability of D.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the identifiability of the influence model. Using a master Markov chain as an intermediate step, we showed the sufficient and necessary conditions for the local Markov chain A and the network influence matrix D to be identifiable from observations Y . Matrix A is always identifiable, while the properties of matrix O play crucial roles in determining the identifiability of D, which were further investigated. The identifiability of some special classes of influence model was provided. Simulation studies were conducted to demonstrate the theoretical results.
